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On Distributed Scheduling in Wireless Networks
Exploiting Broadcast and Network Coding
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Abstract—In this paper, we consider cross-layer optimization
in wireless networks with wireless broadcast advantage, focusing
on the problem of distributed scheduling of broadcast links.
The wireless broadcast advantage is most useful in multicast
scenarios. As such, we include network coding in our design to
exploit the throughput gain brought in by network coding for
multicasting. We derive a subgradient algorithm for joint rate
control, network coding and scheduling, which however requires
centralized link scheduling. Under the primary interference
model, link scheduling problem is equivalent to a maximum
weighted hypergraph matching problem that is NP-complete.
To solve the scheduling problem distributedly, locally greedy
and randomized approximation algorithms are proposed and
shown to have bounded worst-case performance. With random
network coding, we obtain a fully distributed cross-layer design.
Numerical results show promising throughput gain using the proposed algorithms, and surprisingly, in some cases even with less
complexity than cross-layer design without broadcast advantage.
Index Terms—Cross-layer design, rate control, wireless networks, broadcast advantage, network coding, hypergraph matching.

I. I NTRODUCTION
PTIMIZATION-BASED cross-layer design for wireless
networks has attracted much interest recently, see, e.g.,
[2]–[5] and the references therein. Joint optimization of multiple protocol layers can substantially increase the end-toend throughput, or reduce power consumption. Most existing
works on cross-layer design do not incorporate the exploitation
of the wireless broadcast advantage where transmissions from
an omnidirectional antenna can be received by any nodes that
lie within its communication range. This broadcast advantage can result in throughput improvement and power saving
especially with multicasting [6]. In this paper we consider
distributed algorithms for wireless link scheduling that take
the broadcast advantage into account. We apply this to a
distributed joint optimization of multicast network coding, rate
control, and channel access.
We model the wireless network as a directed hypergraph, with wireless broadcast being abstracted as a hyperarc.
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Scheduling with broadcast advantage is a hard problem in
general. It forms a component of the algorithm proposed
in [7], where it is assumed to be solved by a central controller. In this paper we focus on a simple, so-called primary
interference model [8]. Under this interference model, any
valid link schedule corresponds to a hypergraph matching
and the optimal schedule corresponds to a maximum weighted
hypergraph matching.
The maximum weighted hypergraph matching problem is,
however, NP-complete [9]. We thus propose two classes
of distributed approximation algorithms to solve the link
scheduling problem under the primary interference model.
The first class of algorithms is locally greedy algorithm,
which chooses the locally heaviest hyperedge. We show that
this algorithm returns a hypergraph matching with weight at
least a constant factor of the maximum weighted hypergraph
matching, giving a stability region for multi-hop communication within a constant factor of the region achievable
with any hypergraph matching algorithm. The second class of
algorithms is randomized algorithm, which always returns a
maximal hypergraph matching. This gives a stability region for
single hop communication that is at least 1/K of the region
achievable with any hypergraph matching algorithm, where
K is the maximum number of nodes in any hyperedge. The
randomized algorithm can be readily turned into a constanttime algorithm.
We also provide a generalization of existing results in crosslayer optimization for multicast network coding in wireless
networks. Our cross-layer design uses the framework of utility
maximization, see, e.g., [5]. Our objective is to maximize
the aggregate user utilities subject to flow conservation and
schedulability constraint on the hypergraph. We then apply
duality theory to decompose the problem vertically into rate
control, network coding and session scheduling, and link
scheduling subproblems, which interact through dual variables. Based on this decomposition, a distributed subgradient
algorithm is proposed, whose session and link scheduling
components are similar to the back-pressure algorithm in [7]
which does not incorporate rate control.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we briefly review some related work. Preliminaries including
hypergraph formulation and network coding are presented
in Section III. In Section IV, we present the cross-layer
design algorithm. Link scheduling algorithms for the primary
interference model are given in Section V. Simulation results
are presented in Section VI, and finally, we conclude the paper
in Section VII.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Extensive research has been devoted to the cross-layer
design for wireless networks but usually without considering
network coding, see, e.g., [2]–[5]. Similar cross-layer design
algorithm is proposed in [3], [4], [10], [11], and in particular,
the impact of imperfect scheduling is also studied in [3]. In
[10], the network capacity region is characterized, and a joint
routing and power allocation policy is proposed to stabilize
the system whenever the input rates are within this capacity
region.
Network coding extends the functionality of network nodes
from storing/forwarding packets to performing algebraic operations on received data. Starting with the work of [12],
various potential benefits of network coding have been shown,
including robustness to link/node failures and packet losses
[13]. It is especially preferred in wireless networks, where
the bandwidth is scarce. Distributed random linear coding
schemes, see, e.g., [14], have made practical implementation
of network coding possible.
There exist many works on optimization with network
coding. Lun et. al. [15] propose a dual subgradient method
for the problem of minimum cost multicasting with network
coding. For rate control, the approach in [2] is extended to
network coding in [16]. In [7], the rate stability region for
a wireless network with and without correlated sources is
characterized. In [17], medium access control and network
coding is considered and broadcast advantage is also exploited.
A set of conflict-free transmission schedules is predetermined,
and the scheduling uses a time division mechanism, which is
suboptimal.
The primary interference model was introduced in [8].
In [18], randomized algorithms are proposed, which achieve
the capacity region with reduced complexity by comparing
a random matching with the current matching. In [19], a
distributed implementation of the algorithm in [18] is proposed. Scheduling algorithms based on maximal matching are
also considered in works such as [3]. These matching-based
algorithms do not consider the broadcast advantage.
III. P RELIMINARIES
A. Network Model
A wireless network is modeled as a directed hypergraph
H = (N , A), where N is the set of nodes and A is the set
of hyperarcs. A hyperarc is a pair (i, J), with i ∈ N the
start node and J ⊆ N the set of end nodes, representing a
broadcast link from node i to nodes in J. We assume that
(i, J) is lossless, i.e., it does not experience packet erasures.
When J only contains a single node j, the hypergraph reduces
to the conventional graph model.
Let S(τ ) = {Si,j (τ )} denote the matrix process of channel
states, where Si,j (τ ) represents the channel state from node
i to node j at time τ . Every time slot, node i determines
transmission rates on each hyperarc (i, J) ∈ A by allocating
a power matrix P = {PiJ } subject to a total power constraint

PiJ ≤ Pitot , ∀i ∈ N ,
(1)
{J|(i,J)∈A}
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where Pitot is the maximal total power allowable at node
i. Hyperarc rates are determined by a rate-power curve
r(P , S) = {riJ (P , S)}, where riJ (P , S) is the rate at which
packets are transmitted on hyperarc (i, J) and received by all
the nodes in J. The rate-power curve is assumed to be given,
either based on information theoretic capacity or on actual
coding and modulation schemes. By time-sharing, the capacity
region is the convex hull Co(r(P , S)) of all achievable rate
vectors r(P , S).
B. Network Coding
A set M of multicast sessions is transmitted through the
network. Each session m ∈ M is associated with a set Sm ⊂
N of sources and a set Tm ⊂ N of sinks. In session m, each
source s ∈ Sm multicasts xms bits per second to all the sinks
in Tm . In session m, each source s ∈ Sm multicasts xms bits
per second to all the sinks in Tm . By the flow conservation
condition,




mst
mst
giJj
−
gjIi
= σims , (2)
{J|(i,J)∈A} j∈J

j∈N {i|(j,I)∈A, i∈I}

∀i ∈ N , s ∈ Sm , t ∈ Tm , m ∈ M, where σims = xms
mst
if i = s, σims = −xms if i = t, σims = 0 otherwise, and giJj
is the information rate from source s to sink t of session m
over (i, J) and is intended to node j ∈ J.
In network coding, nodes can algebraically combine packets, increasing efficiency of information transfer. We assume
that coding is done only across packets of the same multicast session. To achieve a fully distributed design, we use
distributed random network coding, see, e.g., [20].
m
as the physical flow of session m on hyperarc
We define fiJ
mst
in (2). By the
(i, J) as opposed to the virtual flow giJj
flow sharing property of network coding [12] and the rate
constraint, we have the following two constraints
 
mst
m
giJj
≤ fiJ
, ∀(i, J) ∈ A, m ∈ M, t ∈ Tm , (3)
s∈Sm j∈J



m
fiJ
≤ riJ ,

∀(i, J) ∈ A,

(4)

m∈M

where {riJ } ∈ Co(r(P , S)).
To illustrate this, consider the network in Figure 1. There
is a single multicast session m with two source nodes and
two sink nodes. The hyperarc (s1 , {r, t1 }) carries actual flow
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1 t1
1 t1
fsm1 {r,t1 } and virtual flows gsms
to receiver t1 , gsms
1 {r,t1 }t1
1 {r,t1 }r
ms1 t2
to receiver t1 via r, and gs1 {r,t1 }r to receiver t2 via r. The
flow sharing condition (3) for this hyperarc is
1 t1
1 t1
gsms
+ gsms
1 {r,t1 }t1
1 {r,t1 }r
1 t2
gsms
1 {r,t1 }r

≤ fsm1 {r,t1 }

(5)

≤

(6)

fsm1 {r,t1 }

IV. C ROSS -L AYER D ESIGN WITH B ROADCAST
A DVANTAGE AND N ETWORK C ODING
In this section, we derive a cross-layer design by using
the utility maximization framework, which are extensions of
[7], [16]. Each source s of session m is associated with a
utility function Ums (xms ), which is assumed to be strictly
concave, non-decreasing and twice continuously differentiable.
We formulate network resource allocation as the following
optimization problem

Ums (xms )
max
mst
,
xms ,g
iJj
f m ,riJ ,PiJ
iJ

m∈M,s∈Sm



s.t.



mst
giJj
−

{J|(i,J)∈A} j∈J





mst
gjIi
= σims,

j∈N {i|(j,I)∈A, i∈I}

network coding and scheduling. Thus, by dual decomposition, the flow optimization problem decomposes into separate
“local" optimization problems of transport, and network/link
layers, respectively. The two subproblems interact through the
dual variable q.
Rate Control: At time τ , given dual variable q(τ ), each
source adjusts
 its sending rate according to the aggregate dual
variable t qsmst that is generated locally at the source


−1
xms (τ + 1) = Ums
qsmst (τ ) .
(10)
t

Session Scheduling and Network Coding: Note that (9) is
equivalent to the following problem
 
 mst
mst
qi − qjmst ,
g
max
iJj
mst
m
giJj ,fiJ ,riJ ,PiJ

subject to

=

max

m ,r ,P
fiJ
iJ
iJ

PiJ ≤

∀i,

where the constraints come from equations (2)-(4). Here we do
not include flow conservation equation at destinations, which
is automatically guaranteed by the flow conservation at the
source and intermediate nodes. Problem (7) is strictly convex
and has a unique solution with respect to source rates xms .
The partial dual function to (7), by relaxing only the first
set of constraints, can be decomposed into the following two
subproblems


 

ms
mst
Ums (x ) −
qs
xms , (8)
φ1 (q) = max
ms
φ2 (q)


= mst
maxm

,f ,
g
iJ
iJj
riJ ,PiJ

m,s


qimst

i,m,s,t



subject to



t



mst
giJj

{J|(i,J)∈A} j∈J

−







mst
gjIi

,

j∈N {i|(j,I)∈A, i∈I}
mst
m
giJj
≤ fiJ
,

s∈Sm , j∈J

{riJ } ∈ Co(r(P , S)),



m
fiJ
≤ riJ ,

m∈M



PiJ ≤ Pitot ,

{J|(i,J)∈A}

(9)
qimst



(i,J),m



t



PiJ ≤ Pitot ,

{J|(i,J)∈A}

max

s,j∈J

qimst

− qjmst

+

,

m
fiJ
≤ riJ , {riJ } ∈ Co(r(P , S)),

PiJ ≤ Pitot ,
(11)

Pitot ,

(7)

m,s

m
fiJ



{J|(i,J)∈A}

x

m∈M

{J|(i,J)∈A}



{riJ } ∈ Co(r(P , S)),

m
fiJ
≤ riJ ,

m∈M

≤ riJ , ∀(i, J),

m∈M



mst
m
giJj
≤ fiJ
,



subject to

mst
m
giJj
≤ fiJ
, ∀(i, J), t ∈ Tm , m ∈ M,

m
fiJ

(i,J),m,t s,j∈J

{riJ } ∈ Co(r(P , S)),

s∈Sm , j∈J





s, j∈J

∀i = t, s ∈ Sm , t ∈ Tm , m ∈ M,
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is the Lagrange multiplier at node i for source s
where
and sink t of session m, and will be interpreted as congestion
price. The first subproblem is rate control. The second is joint

where [·]+ denotes the projection onto R+ . The
last equality
in (11)
from the fact that
 mst comes

mst
mst
qi − qjmst ,
subject
to
giJj
maxgiJj
s,j∈J

mst
m
g
≤
f
is
a
linear
program,
so
we
can
iJ
s, j∈J iJj
always choose an extreme point solution, i.e.,
⎧
if s = ŝmt , j = ĵ mt ,
⎨ m
fiJ ,
mst
(12)
giJj =
and qimst − qjmst ≥ 0,
⎩
0,
otherwise,

where {ŝmt , ĵ mt } = arg maxs,j∈J qimst − qjmst .

+
Let m̂iJ = arg max max qimst − qjmst be the session
m

t s,j∈J

with the maximum aggregate differential link prices over
hyperarc (i, J). For each hyperarc (i, J), a random linear
combination of packets from sources ŝm̂iJ t , ∀t ∈ Tm̂iJ , in
session m̂iJ is broadcast to all nodes in J at the rate of riJ ,
where the packets received by node j m̂iJ t are intended for
sink t in session m̂iJ . This is equivalent to solving (9) by
⎧
if m = m̂iJ , s = ŝmt , j = ĵ mt ,
⎪
⎨
+
r
,
iJ
mst
and max qimst − qjmst > 0,
(q) =
giJj
s,j∈J
⎪
⎩
0,
otherwise.
(13)
Link
Scheduling
and
Power
Control:
Define
w
=
iJ

mst
mst +
max max qi − qj
. The joint link scheduling and
m

t s,j∈J

power control problem becomes

wiJ riJ
max
r,P

(i,J)∈A

subject to {riJ } ∈ Co(r(P , S)),


{J|(i,J)∈A}

PiJ ≤ Pitot .

(14)

4
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The problem (14) is in general a difficult global optimization
problem. In Section V, we will discuss a special interference
model such that (14) can be solved distributedly in polynomial
time.
Note that our scheduling problem (13)-(14) generalizes the
back-pressure policy in [10], [21] by taking into account the
differential backlog between node i and all nodes j ∈ J
instead of only a single node. Clearly, when J = {j}, our
policy reduces to those in [10], [21]. The scheduling problem
(13)-(14) is similar to that in [7], where the former is derived
using the optimization framework while the latter is obtained
by good intuition.
Dual Variable Update: At time τ + 1, each node i updates
its dual variable q according to the subgradient algorithm
qimst (τ + 1) =
⎧

⎪

 mst
⎪
mst
⎪
giJ j (q(τ ))
⎪ qi (τ ) +γτ xms (τ ) −
⎪
⎪
{J |(i,J )∈A}j∈J
⎪
⎪
 if i = s,
⎪
⎪
⎪


⎪
mst
⎪
g
(q(τ
))
,
+
⎪
jIi
⎨
 j∈N {i|(j,I)∈A, i∈I}
⎪


⎪
mst
⎪ qimst (τ ) + γτ
gjIi
(q(τ ))
⎪
⎪
⎪
j∈N {i|(j,I)∈A, i∈I}
⎪
⎪
 otherwise,
⎪
⎪
⎪

 mst
⎪
⎪
−
giJ j (q(τ )) ,
⎪
⎩
{J |(i,J )∈A} j∈J

(15)

where γτ is a positive stepsize. After node i updates qimst , it
passes the value to all its neighbors. Note that the algorithm
(10)-(15) only requires nodes to communicate with neighbors.
Now, we discuss the convergence and optimality of this
cross layer design. Let the primal function (i.e., the total
achieved network utility) be P (x) and achieve its 
optimum at
τ
x∗ . Let q ∗ be a dual optimal. Define x̄(τ ) := k1 k=1 x(k),
τ
the average data rate up to time τ , and q̄(τ ) := k1 k=1 q(k),
the average dual variable (congestion price) up to time τ .
Let g(q) be a subgradient of dual function φ(q). When the
joint link scheduling and power control problem (14) is solved
exactly, by using results on the convergence of the subgradient
method, see, e.g., [4], [11], we can show the following result.
Theorem 1: If the norm of the subgradients is uniformly
bounded, i.e., there exists g such that g(q) 2 ≤ g for all q,
and a constant stepsize γ is adopted in (15), then the following
inequalities hold
2

γg
,
(16)
2
γg2
lim inf P (x̄(τ )) ≥ P (x∗ ) −
.
(17)
τ →∞
2
Theorem 1 implies that the average source rate and congestion price approach the corresponding optima when the
stepsize γ is small enough. We omit the proof here for brevity.
We may also establish the convergence of our cross-layer
design in a slightly different sense, by using the standard
convergence results for the subgradient method [22].
lim sup φ(q̄(τ )) ≤ φ(q ∗ ) +
τ →∞

V. L INK S CHEDULING
In this section, we study the joint link scheduling and power
control problem (14) for networks with primary interference.
A system is stable if the queue lengths at all nodes remain

finite all the time. Note that the queue length at node i can
be written as qimst /γ for a constant stepsize γ [3]. A rate
vector x = {xms } is feasible if there exists a scheduling
policy that stabilizes the system with x. We are interested in
those scheduling policies that can stabilize the system for any
rate vector within ηΛ, where Λ denotes the network capacity
region characterized by the constraints in (7). η ∈ (0, 1] is a
constant that characterizes the performance of the scheduling
policy. For example, by Theorem 5 that will be presented
1 1
, κ } for Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. By
later, η = max{ K
following the same argument as in [3], we can show that the
performance of the joint design with each of our proposed
scheduling algorithms is not worse than the design specified
by the following optimization problem

Ums (xms ), subject to x ∈ ηΛ,
(18)
max
m∈M,s∈Sm

with appropriate η that is determined by the worst-case performance bound of the corresponding scheduling algorithm.
A. Problem Formulation
Under the primary interference model [8], only those links
that do not share nodes can transmit at the same time. It
models a situation where each node is equipped with a single
transceiver and neighboring nodes can transmit simultaneously
using orthogonal CDMA or FDMA channels. Under this
interference model, without using broadcast advantage, any
feasible schedule corresponds to a matching [21]. With the
broadcast advantage, any feasible schedule corresponds to a
hypergraph matching of the hypergraph H, and (14) reduces
to the maximum weighted hypergraph matching1 problem.
Let Π denote the set of all hypergraph matchings of the
hypergraph H. Assume that if hyperarc (i, J) is active, it
transmits at a given rate riJ (Pitot , S). We can represent a
hypergraph matching π as an |A|-dimensional rate vector ξ π

riJ (Pitot , S),if (i, J) ∈ π,
π
ξiJ =
(19)
0,
otherwise.
The achievable rate region Co(r(P , S)) is then written as




π
Co(r(P , S))  r : r =
απ ξ , απ ≥ 0,
απ = 1 .
π∈Π

π∈Π

(20)
Note that Co(r(P , S)) is a polytope. So, we can always pick
up an extreme point maximizer for the scheduling problem
(14), which corresponds to a maximum weighted hypergraph
matching in H.
We first transform the directed hypergraph to an equivalent
undirected hypergraph H̃ = (V, Eh ), where H and H̃ have the
same node set. Note that hyperarcs (i, J) and (j, I) mutually
interfere and have the same interference/contention relations
with other hyperarcs if {i}∪J = {j}∪I. Define an undirected
hyperedge e ⊆ V in Eh , which corresponds to all hyperarcs
(i, J) such that e = {i} ∪ J. The weight of hyperedge e ∈ Eh
is
max
wiJ riJ (P , S).
(21)
w̃e =
{(i,J)∈A, {i}∪J=e}

1 A hypergraph matching is defined as a set of hyperarcs with no pair
incident to the same node.
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The problem (14) is then equivalent to the maximum weighted
hypergraph matching (or maximum weighted set packing)
problem on the weighted hypergraph H̃.
Different from the maximum weighted matching problem
on graphs which can be computed in polynomial time, the
maximum weighted hypergraph matching problem is NPcomplete [9]. Also, we would like distributed algorithms.
Both factors suggest that we should focus on approximation
algorithms.
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with the same node
set as H. We assume that there exists an edge between node
i and node j if and only if min{SNRij , SNRji } ≥ λ, where
λ is a predefined threshold. This means that if i can hear j,
then j can hear i. Let N (v) denote the neighbor node set of
node v in G. We call G connectivity graph in the following.
B. Local Optimal Algorithms
A linear time approximation algorithm with bounded worstcase performance for maximum weighted graph matching is
proposed in [23], which adds a locally optimal edge into the
matching at each step. Motivated by [23], our algorithm adds
a locally heaviest hyperedge into the hypergraph matching at
each step.
Definition 1 (locally heaviest hyperedge): A hyperedge e
is a locally heaviest hyperedge if its weight is at least as large
as the weight of all adjacent hyperedges, i.e., w̃e ≥ w̃f for all
f ∈ Eh such that f ∩ e = ∅.
The distributed local optimal hypergraph matching algorithm (DLOHMA) is given in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1,
the set Γi keeps track of the set of neighbors of node i that are
still not matched, which is initialized to be all its neighbors
in G. Node i also maintains, for each neighbor j ∈ Γi , the
(i)
set Γj which keeps track of the set of unmatched neighbors
of j, and knows the queue lengths of its two hop neighbors.
This allows node i to compute the weight w̃e of any edge
e involving itself, as defined in (21). The vector Ci counts
the number of matching e∗i messages that have been received,
which is initialized to be a null vector (line 3). Each node i
broadcasts a matching e∗i message, where e∗i = {i} ∪J ∗ is the
maximum weight hyperedge in H̃ containing i (lines 5-8). If
node i receives |J ∗ | matching e∗i messages, hyperedge e∗i is
added to the hypergraph matching as e∗i is a locally heaviest
hyperedge. It broadcasts a drop e∗i message to indicate that i is
matched and unavailable, and at the same time to tell all nodes
in e∗i that they are matched (lines 26-28). If node i receives a
drop e message and node i is not in e, it first checks whether
some nodes of e are in Γi . If so, i is the direct neighbor of
some nodes in e and i broadcasts the drop e message to let
i’s neighbors (two-hop neighbors of the nodes in e) know that
all the nodes in e are matched. If not, i does not need to
forward the drop message. Node i then removes the nodes in
(i)
e from Γi and all Γj , j ∈ Γi . Furthermore, if some nodes in
∗
J are in e, the hyperedge e∗i is dropped. Node i then finds
another candidate set J ∗ , and it broadcasts a new matching
e∗i message (lines 16-23). If i receives a drop e message and
node i is in e, i will broadcast a drop e message if it did not
do so before, i.e., Γi is nonempty (line 23).
Note that some nodes in the locally heaviest hyperedge may
not be able to hear each other. These nodes cannot receive

1
2
3
4
5
6

DLOHMA: (G)
for each node i ∈ V do
Broadcast the set {SNRij |j ∈ N (i)} to all its
neighbor nodes ;
(i)
Set Ci = ∅, Γi = N (i), and Γj = N (j), ∀j ∈ N (i);
end
for each node i ∈ V do
Find a node set J ∗ by J ∗ = {j ∗ } ∪ L∗ − i where
j ∗ , L∗ are obtained via
(j ∗ , L∗ ) =

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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arg max



(i)
j∈Γi ∪{i}, L|L⊆Γj , i∈L

wjL rjL (P , S),

(22)
and wjL , rjL are defined in (14) ;
∗
∗
if J = ∅ then Broadcast a matching ei = {i} ∪ J ∗
message;

end
while ∃i, Γi = ∅ do
if node i receives a message m which is has not
received then
switch m do
case matching e
Ci (e) = Ci (e) + 1;
end
case drop e
if i ∈
/ e then
if e ∩ Γi = ∅ then Broadcast a drop e
message;
Remove the nodes in e from Γi and
(i)
all Γj , j ∈ Γi ;
if e ∩ J ∗ = ∅ then
Find a node set J ∗ by (22);
if J ∗ = ∅ then Broadcast a
matching e∗i = {i} ∪ J ∗ message;
end
else if Γi = ∅ then Broadcast a drop e
message, and set Γi = ∅;
end
end
if J ∗ = ∅ and Ci (e∗i ) = |J ∗ | then
Broadcast a drop e∗i message, and set Γi = ∅;
end
end
end

Algorithm 1: Distributed local optimal algorithm.
|J ∗ | matching e messages and conclude that e is the locally
heaviest hyperedge. But at least one node can hear all the other
nodes in the hyperedge. This is the reason why we broadcast
a drop e message in line 27.
In Algorithm 1, we assume that all hyperedges have different weights. If they do not, we can always break ties by
adding a small constant e to we (different e has different e ).
For example, we can change wiJ or riJ by a small constant.
In the following, we also assume that the cardinality of all
hyperedges in Eh is bounded from above by a constant K.
Let κ = maxm∈M |Tm | + 1.
Proposition 1: The hyperedge e∗i in line 26 is a locally
heaviest hyperedge.
Proof: From (22), w̃e ≥ w̃f for any f that contains i. If
node i receives |J ∗ | matching e messages, we can conclude
that w̃e ≥ w̃f for any f that contains i. Therefore, we have
w̃e ≥ w̃f for any f such that f ∩ e = ∅, and e is a locally
heaviest hyperedge.

Proposition
2:
In
Algorithm
1,
each
node
i
broadcasts
at

most j∈N (i) |N (j)| + |N (i)| messages.
Proof: When the algorithm begins, node i first broadcasts a
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matching message (line 7). After that it broadcasts a matching
message only when it receives a drop e message from one of
its neighbors and it is not in e. It initiates a drop message
only when it gets matched. After that Γi = ∅ and no more
messages will be sent. It forwards a drop e message only
when i ∈
/ e and e ∩ Γi = ∅. From Algorithm 1, node
i can receive at most N
(i) drop messages initiated by its
one-hop neighbors and j∈N (i) (|N (j)| − 1) drop messages
initiated by its 
two-hop neighbors. Therefore, the worst case
is broadcasting j∈N (i) |N (j)| − 1 matching e messages and
forwarding |N (i)| drop e messages. This require broadcasting


j∈N (i) |N (j)| + |N (i)| messages.
Different from [23] where node i only sends a message to
node j, we make use of the broadcast property of wireless
communication, which reduces the number of messages.
Theorem 2: The complexity
of Algorithm 1 is


min{κ,K}−1


K−1
O K 3 |E|
time and the number of
k
k=1

time-slots required to finish Algorithm 1 is O(|V|).
Proof: By Proposition 2, each node broadcasts at most
(i) |N (j)| + |N (i)| messages. Thus, there are at most
j∈N 
i∈V
j∈N (i) |N (j)| + |N (i)| ≤ (2K + 1)|E| broadcasted
messages. Each broadcasted message is received by at most
K −1 neighbor nodes. Therefore, all the nodes receive at most
(2K + 1)(K − 1)|E| messages. The while loop of Algorithm
1 (lines 9-30) has at most (2K + 1)(K − 1)|E| iterations. In
each iteration, we need to perform (22) at most once. We can
solve (22) by performing the inner max first with fixed j and
then the outer max by varying j. By the definition of wiJ and
riJ (P , S) in (14), we can write the inner max of (22) as


2
1
|hj,l |
tot
log 1 + Pj min
max
l∈L
{L|L⊆Γj , i∈L} G
σl2


(23)

mst
mst +
×
max qj − ql
.
t

s,l∈L

Clearly, given any set L with |L| > κ − 1, we can always find
a subset L of L such that the weight of L is at least that of

+
max qjmst − qlmst
in (23) contains at most
L because
t s,l∈L

κ − 1 summands, and




2
2
|hj,l |
|hj,l |
tot
tot
log 1 + Pj min
≤ log 1 + Pj min
,
l∈L
l∈L
σl2
σl2
(24)
∀L ⊆ L. Therefore, we only need to consider those
L with |L| ≤ κ − 1. The number of such L’s is at
min{κ,K}−1
K−1

most
. Also the number of j in Γi ∪ {i}
k
k=1

2
is at most K. Thus, the
 complexity of solving (22) is
min{κ,K}−1
K−1

O K
and the complexity of Algorithm
k
 k=1

min{κ,K}−1


K−1
1 is O K 3 |E|
.
k
k=1


+
can sort qjmst − qlmst
and |hj,l |2 beforehand so that computing

+
and min |hj,l |2 takes O(1) time.
max qjmst − qlmst
2 We

l∈L

l∈L

On the other hand, Algorithm 1 is a parallel algorithm. We
assume that every message broadcast takes one time-slot. It
is easy to see that at least one locally heaviest hyperedge
always exists. Let t denotes the time-slot that a locally heaviest
hyperedge e is found through line 26. Note that at least one
node in a hyperedge can hear all the other nodes. From this
node, it takes at most one time-slot to let all the nodes in e
know that they are matched. It takes at most two time-slots to
have this drop e message propagate to all two-hop neighbors
of the nodes in e. It takes one time-slot for all one-hop and
two-hop neighbors of nodes in e to send a new matching
message. Therefore, at the t + 4 time-slot, we can find the
next locally heaviest hyperedge. By removing the nodes in
the locally heaviest hyperedge, the number of nodes in H̃ is
reduced at least by two. Therefore, by induction, the algorithm
takes at most O(|V|) time-steps.

If we do not consider the complexity of computing (22) as in
[23], Algorithm 1 runs in linear time in the number of edges
in the connectivity graph, i.e., |E| (not |Eh |), which has the
same complexity as the algorithms in [23] for finding a locally
heaviest matching. This is because we use the broadcast
advantage of the wireless communication.
Theorem 3: Algorithm 1 computes a hypergraph matching
1 1
, κ } of the weight of a maximum
HMLO with at least max{ K
weighted hypergraph matching HMMW .
i
Proof: We show this by induction. Let HMLO
be the
hypergraph matching set after the i-th hyperedge is added,
i
i
be the set of matched vertices in HMLO
. The total
and VLO
weight of all the hyperedges in M is denoted as W (M ). We
need to show that for all i, the following is true
i
)≥
W (HMLO



(25)
1 1
i
,
= ∅} .
max
W {e|e ∈ HMMW , e ∩ VLO
K κ
i
= ∅. We assume
Clearly, (25) is true for i = 0 as HMLO
(25) is true for i = k − 1. Let ek be the k-th hyperedge added
into HMLO . By Proposition 1 and the definition of locally
heaviest hyperedge,
k−1
= ∅.
W (ek ) ≥ W (e), ∀e ∈ Eh , and e ∩ VLO

(26)

k−1
have been
All the hyperedges adjacent to the nodes in VLO
excluded according to Algorithm 1. Therefore, we have
k−1
W (ek ) ≥ W (e), ∀e ∈ HMMW , e ∩ VLO
= ∅, and e ∩ ek = ∅.
(27)

Similar to the argument in Theorem 3, the size of ek is at
most min{K, κ}. Thus, ek intersects with at most min{K, κ}
hyperedges in HMMW , which indicates


1 1
,
W (ek ) ≥ max
K κ


k−1
= ∅, and e ∩ ek = ∅ .
× W e|e ∈ HMMW , e ∩ VLO
(28)
Adding both sides of (28) and (26) with i = k − 1, we find
(26) is still true for i = k. Therefore, (26) is true for any i,
and the theorem is proved.

In Algorithm 1, some matched nodes may not contribute
much to a locally heaviest hyperedge. But when these nodes
are matched in other hyperedges, they may contribute more,
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which results in a hypergraph matching with higher weight.
Instead of choosing the hyperedge according to its weight,
we use the average hyperedge weight, i.e., w̄e = w̃e /|e|. We
modify Algorithm 1 to Algorithm 2 by simply replacing w̃e
with w̄e . Both the complexity and the approximation ratio of
Algorithm 2 are identical to those of Algorithm 1.
Theorem 4: Algorithm 2 computes a hypergraph matching
1 1
, κ } of the weight of a maxiHMLO2 with at least max{ K
mum weighted hypergraph matching HMMW .
Proof: We show this as Theorem 3 by induction. Let
i
be the hypergraph matching set after the i-th hyHMLO2
i
peredge is added, and VLO2
be the set of matched vertices
i
in HMLO2 . The total weight of all the hyperedges in M
is denoted as W (M ). We need to show that for all i, the
following is true
i
)≥
W (HMLO2



1 1
i
,
= ∅} .
max
W {e|e ∈ HMMW , e ∩ VLO2
K κ
(29)
i
= ∅. We assume
Clearly, (29) is true for i = 0 as HMLO2
k
(29) is true for i = k − 1. Let e be the k-th hyperedge added
into HMLO2 . By Proposition 1 and the definition of locally
heaviest hyperedge, we have

W (e)
W (ek )
k−1
≥
= w̄e , ∀e ∈ Eh , and e ∩ VLO2
= ∅.
|ek |
|e|
(30)
Therefore, we have
w̄ek =

W (e)
W (ek )
k−1
≥
, ∀e ∈ HMMW , e ∩ VLO
= ∅, and e ∩ ek = ∅.
|ek |
|e|
(31)

We then have


W (e) =

k−1
{e∈HMMW , e∩V
=∅,
LO
and e∩ek =∅}

≤



k−1
{e∈HMMW , e∩V
=∅,
LO
and e∩ek =∅}


k−1
{e∈HMMW , e∩V
=∅,
LO
and e∩ek =∅}

|e|

|e|

W (e)
|e|

W (ek )
≤ min{K, κ}W (ek ).
|ek |
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1 1 ˇm
1 1
, κ }fiJ and r̃i,J = max{ K
, κ }ři,J . Let Qmst
(τ ) be
max{ K
i
the amount of session m data queued at node i for source s
and sink t at time τ , and μmst
iJj be the rate offered to sink t of
session m from source s for destination j over link (i, J).

mst 2
) .
Define the Lyapunov function L(Q) =
i,m,s,t (Qi
ms
Suppose the input rates are x̃ . By following the same line
of proof as in [7], [20], we obtain


E L(Q(τ + T )) − L(Q(τ ))|Q(τ )

≤2T 2 B|N | − 2T
Qmst
(τ )
i

 ⎧
⎨
×E
⎩

i,m,s,t

⎫


⎬


μmst
μmst
iJj −
jIi  Q(τ )
⎭

j∈N {i|(j,I)∈A, i∈I}
{J|(i,J)∈A} j∈J









− σ̃ims
(a)

= 2T 2 B|N |−2T
+ 2T








 mst
E μmst
−Qmst
iJj |Q(τ ) Qi
j

(i,J),m,t s,j∈J




 mst
mst
Qi − Qmst
− 2T
g̃iJj
|Sm | ,
j

(i,J),m,t s,j∈J

m

(34)
Qmst
i

where B is a constant defined in [7]. Note that
is
a scaled version of qimst . Thus, the second term in (a) is
equivalent to the objective function in the session scheduling
problem (9). Let WMW and WLO be the values of the second
term in (a) with maximum weighted hypergraph matching
and Algorithm 1, respectively. From Theorem 3, we have
1 1
, κ }WMW . On the other hand, as maximum
WLO ≥ max{ K
weighted hypergraph matching solves (9) optimally, we have
 
 mst
mst
Qi − Qmst
,
(35)
ǧiJj
WMW ≥
j
(i,J),m,t s,j∈J
mst
ǧiJj

where
is also a feasible solution to (9). Multiply both
1 1
, κ }, we obtain
sides of (35) by max{ K
 
 mst
mst
Qi − Qmst
.
(36)
WLO ≥
g̃iJj
j
(i,J),m,t s,j∈J

(32)
Thus, (32) gives


1 1
k
W (e ) ≥ max
,
K κ


k−1
= ∅, and e ∩ ek = ∅ .
× W e|e ∈ HMMW , e ∩ VLO2
(33)
Adding both sides of (33) and (29) with i = k − 1, we find
(29) is still true for i = k. Therefore, (29) is true for any i,
and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 5: Both Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 stabilize the
1 1
, κ }Λ
system for any rate vector x such that x + ∈ max{ K
for an arbitrarily small
0.
Proof: We only show the stability of Algorithm 1. Algorithm 2 can be shown similarly. Let x be any rate vector such
that x̌ +min{K, κ} ∈ Λ. Therefore, there exist flow variables
mst ˇm
, fiJ and rate variable ři,J such that the constraints in (7)
ǧiJj
are all satisfied with xms = x̌ms + for an arbitrarily small
1 1 
1 1
mst
mst ˜m
0. Let x̃ = max{ K
, κ }x̌, g̃iJj
= max{ K
, κ }ǧiJj
, fiJ =

Applying the Lyapunov drift lemma of [10] shows that
Algorithm 1 stabilizes the system with rate vector x̃ with
x̃ + ∈ max{ 1 , 1 }Λ.

K κ
The complexity of algorithms 1 and 2 is also due to that we
need to propagate drop e message to all two-hop neighbors
of the nodes in e. If we assume that any node can receive
drop e message from its two-hop neighbors, the complexity
in Theorem 2 can be decreased by a factor of K.
C. Randomized Algorithm
In this subsection, we consider randomized algorithms to
find a maximal hypergraph matching.
Definition 2 (maximal hypergraph matching): A hypergraph matching HM is maximal if for each hyperedge e ∈ H̃,
at least one of the following conditions is satisfied:
• e ∩ HM = ∅, i.e., e has non-empty intersection with at
least one hyperedge in HM .
• w̃e = 0, i.e., the number of packets waiting to be
transmitted over the hyperedge is zero.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

DRHMA: (G  )
for each node i ∈ V do Set Γi = N (i);
while ∃i, Γi = ∅ do
for each node i ∈ V and Γi = ∅ do
Let p be a random number generated according to
the uniform distribution on [0, 1].
if p < |Γ1i | then
For each node j ∈ Γi , with probability 12 add
j into set Si ;
end
if Si = ∅ then
Node i decides to transmit and it broadcasts
matching messages to all nodes in Si ;
Set Ei = ∅;
end
end
for each node i ∈ V and node i does not transmit do
if node i receives matching messages from
several neighbors then
Node i chooses one of them uniformly at
random, say j, and sets Γi = ∅;
Node i broadcasts a i matched j message;
end
end
while ∃k, k receives a i matched j message do
if k = j then Ek = Ek ∪ {i};
else Γk = Γk − {i};
end
for each node i ∈ V, and if i decides to transmit do
if Ei = ∅ then Ei is added into the hypergraph
matching, and set Γi = ∅;
end
end

Algorithm 3: Distributed randomized hypergraph
matching algorithm.

A distributed randomized hypergraph matching algorithm
(DRHMA) is given in Algorithm 3. The input of Algorithm 3
is a graph G  , which is obtained after deleting all the directed
+
= 0 from G. This
edges (i, j) with max qimst − qjmst
m,s,t

guarantees that all the hyperedges have positive weights. In
Algorithm 3, the set Γi keeps track of the set of neighbors
of node i that are still not matched, which is initialized to
be all its neighbors in G (line 1). In each time slot, each
unmatched node i attempts to transmit with probability |Γ1i |
(line 5). This choice of probability value is similar to that in
[24] for the maximal independent sets problem. If i attempts
to transmit, for each neighbor j, it sends a matching request
to j with probability 1/2 (line 6). If i sends request to at least
one neighbor, i.e., Si = ∅, it decides to transmit (line 9). Ei
denotes the hyperedge to be added into the matching initialized
by i (line 10). If node i does not transmit and it receives
several matching requests from its neighbors, it chooses one
of them uniformly at random, say j, sets Γi = ∅ (i is matched),
and broadcasts an “i matched j" message (lines 13-18). Upon
receiving an “i matched j" message, node k checks whether
k = j. If k = j, this indicates that i got the matching request
from k and it would like to join in the hyperedge initialized
by k. Thus, k sets Ek = Ek ∪ {i} (line 20). If k = j, this
indicates that i got matched to j and k should delete i from
Γk (line 21). For each node i that decides to transmit, if finally
Ei = ∅, Ei is added into the hypergraph matching, and we
set Γi = ∅ (i is matched). Algorithm 3 returns a maximal
hypergraph matching.

Theorem 6: The expected running time of Algorithm 3 is
O (log |E|).
Proof: We first give some definitions. A node v ∈ V is bad
if more than 2/3 of the neighbors of v are of higher degree
than v. A node is good if it is not bad. An edge e ∈ E is
bad if both of its endpoints are bad; otherwise the edge is
good. To show the expected running time of Algorithm 3, we
need to show the expected number executions of the while
loop in Algorithm 3. Let Gi = (Vi , Ei ) denote the graph after
i executions of the while loop, where we only consider those
nodes with Γv = ∅ in Vi .
Let v be a good node of degree d = |Γv | > 0 in Gi
and the neighbors of v be u1 , . . . , ud . The vertex v has
k ≥  13 d neighbors such that dj = |Γuj | ≤ d, j = 1, . . . , k.
According to Algorithm 3, the probability that node uj sends
a matching request to v is 1/(2dj ) ≥ 1/(2d). The probability
that u1 , . . . , uk do not broadcast a matching message to v is
!
" !
"d/3
1
1
< e−1/6 .
1−
≤ 1−
2d
2d
j
j=1
k

(37)

Therefore, the probability that v receives at least one matching
message from its neighbors is greater than 1−e−1/6 > 0. Note
that ignoring the matching messages from the neighbors with
degree greater than d only decreases this probability. Node v
responds to received matching messages only when it decides
not to transmit, whose probability is 1 − d1 + d1 21d . It is not
hard to show that 1 − d1 + d1 21d is an increasing function in
d when d ≥ 1. Therefore, the probability that node v decides
not to transmit is at least 12 . Finally, node v is included in the
hypergraph matching with probability at least 12 (1 − e−1/6 ).
The edges incident to v are either included in the hypergraph
matching or deleted from Ei . Note that every good edge is
incident with at least one good node. According to Lemma
12.6 in [24], at least half the edges in Ei are good. Thus,
the expected number of edges removed from Ei is at least
1
−1/6
)|Ei | or
4 (1 − e
E(|Ei ||Ei−1 ) ≤ |Ei−1 |(1 − α) ⇒ E(|Ei |) ≤ |E|(1 − α)i , (38)
where α = 14 (1 − e−1/6 ). Therefore, the expected number
executions of the while loop in Algorithm 3 is O (log |E|).
Each while loop requires 2 time-slots and the expected running
time of Algorithm 3 is also O (log |E|).

Compared with Algorithm 1, Algorithm 3 not only reduces
the time complexity from O (|E|) to O (log |E|) but also it
does not need to compute the weight of each hyperedge. If
we assume that in each session all sinks are only one hop
away from the source, by using similar approach as in [25],
we can show the following theorem on the performance of the
randomized algorithm.
Theorem 7: Algorithm 3 stabilizes the system for any rate
1
Λ if in each session all sinks are only one
vector within K
hop away from the source.
Algorithm 3 can be readily turned into a constant-time
algorithm by executing the while loop in Algorithm 3 only
M times. We call this algorithm Algorithm 4.
Theorem 8: Algorithm 4 with M time-slots stabilizes the
M
system for any rate vector within 1−(1−α)
Λ.
K
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D. Hybrid Algorithm
Algorithms 1 and 2 perform well but with high complexity,
while Algorithms 3 and 4 have low complexity but with worse
performance guarantee as they do not take into account the
weight of hyperedge. We next consider combining these two
types of algorithms to take advantage of both.
In the hybrid algorithm, we first run Algorithm 1 with Tth
time slots. To speed up Algorithm 1, we execute the while loop
of Algorithm 3 once at the end of Tth time slots. We then
continue running Algorithm 1. The process continues until
there does not exist a node i such that Γi = ∅. Clearly, if
Tth = 0, the hybrid algorithm reduces to Algorithm 3, while
if Tth = ∞, the hybrid algorithm reduces to Algorithm 1.
Tth is used to control the tradeoff between complexity and
performance. Similarly, Algorithm 2 can also be combined
with Algorithm 3. We call this algorithm Algorithm 5. In
Algorithm 1, each node needs to wait until all its neighbors
are included in some local heaviest hyperarc or its neighbors
response to the matching request. By running Algorithm 3,
each node can directly construct a hyperarc with its neighbors
without waiting for its neighbors’ decision on the locally
heaviest hyperarc. Thus, the hybrid algorithm can accelerate
Algorithm 1. The running time of Algorithm 5 is between
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 3. Algorithm 5 also returns
a maximal hypergraph matching, and thus Theorem 7 still
applies.
Alternatively, we can apply the algorithms in [23] to find a
maximum weighted matching first and then add the unmatched
nodes into the hypergraph matching randomly.
Remark: Note that in the previous discussion of the
scheduling algorithms, we do not consider possible collision
of coordinating/signalling messages in carrying out these algorithms. This issue is particularly relevant when we come to the
implementation of the scheduling algorithm in real systems.
We usually assume to have a separate control channel to do
message passing, or divide a time slot into control mini-slots
and data slot and message passing happens in control slots.
There are basically two ways to coordinate message passing
and resolve collision. The first one is to have a “reservation”
protocol to pre-specify who to talk and in what order. The
second and popular one is to use random access scheme
such as Aloha to coordinate message passing over the control
channel or mini-slots. We will not elaborate on this, and leave
it as an issue to consider in the practical implementation in
real systems.
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we provide numerical examples to complement the analysis in previous sections. We assume that node i’s

1.1

1

1

0.9
Rate of Source s

As maximal matching plays an important role in many
scheduling algorithms, see, e.g., [18], [19], we expect that
Algorithm 3 can also serve as a basis for other scheduling
algorithms for our problem. Note that the approach in [19]
cannot be trivially adopted as the connected components in the
union of the new hypergraph matching and the old hypergraph
matching may be very large. Also, the connected components
are not simply cycles or paths as in [19].
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Fig. 2. The evolution of source s1 ’s rate versus the number of iterations with
fixed stepsize γ = 0.01 for the network in Fig. 1, where our cross-layer design
with maximum weighted hypergraph matching, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm
2, and the algorithm in [16] with maximum weighted graph matching and
local greedy matching are compared.

signal power is attenuated by a factor of ρ−2
i,j when the signal
is received by node j, where ρi,j is the Euclidean distance
between i and j. All nodes have unit signal power and identical
noise power 0.02. We assume the use of orthogonal spreading
sequences and white Gaussian noise channels and compute
riJ using
!
"
riJ (P , S) = log 1 + min SNRi,j ,
(39)
j∈J

where SNRi,j = Pitot
σj2

|hi,j |
σj2

2

is the effective SNR from node i

is additive white Gaussian noise power at node
to node j,
j, and hi,j is the channel fading coefficient from node i to
node j. We have neglected the spreading factor in (39). Two
nodes i and j are considered to be connected if and only if the
SNR is at least 1 over link (i, j) (i.e., SNR threshold λ = 1)
or the distance between i and j is less than 7.07 meters. We
choose log utility function log(x) for each source in all the
experiments.
A. Wireless Butterfly Network
We first consider the wireless butterfly network in Fig. 1
with two sources s1 , s2 , two sinks t1 , t2 and one relay node
r. Each source multicasts data to both sinks. We thus only
consider a single multicast session. We compare our crosslayer design with different scheduling algorithms in Section
V to that in [1] with hypergraph matching but without network
coding, that in [16] with maximum weighted matching algorithm in [26] and local greedy matching algorithm in [23].
As the network is small, we also show the performance of
our cross-layer design with maximum weighted hypergraph
matching by formulating the matching problem as an integer
programming and solving it exactly.
Fig. 2 shows the evolution of source s1 ’s rate versus the
number of iterations with fixed stepsize γ = 0.01, where
our cross-layer design with maximum weighted hypergraph
matching, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, the algorithm in [1]
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throughput gain over Mlgd is small, which is only 3.43%.
Row four shows the average number of required time-slots
by different algorithms. Surprisingly, both HMalg1 and HMalg2
require less time-slots than Mlgd does, but the former two
have higher rates than the latter. This is because the broadcast
advantage is exploited during scheduling, where one matching
or drop message can reach several nodes. Also note that each
hyperedge contains several nodes, which means that nodes
are added faster into the hypergraph matching than graph
matching. HMalg5,1 has a less number of time-slots than Mlgd
but with a rate gain.

1.1

1

Rate of Source s1
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Fig. 3. The evolution of source s1 ’s rate versus the number of iterations
with fixed stepsize γ = 0.01 for the network in Fig. 1, where our crosslayer design with maximum weighted hypergraph matching, Algorithm 3,
Algorithm 4, and Algorithm 5, and the algorithm in [16] with maximum
weighted graph matching.

without network coding, the algorithm in [16] with maximum
weighted graph matching and local greedy matching are
compared. We observe that the rates of all algorithms converge
to within a small neighborhood of the steady values after 500
steps as we have chosen a constant stepsize. Fig. 3 shows the
evolution of source s1 ’s rate versus the number of iterations
with fixed stepsize γ = 0.01, where our cross-layer design
with maximum weighted hypergraph matching, Algorithm 3,
Algorithm 4, and Algorithm 5, and the algorithm in [16] with
maximum weighted graph matching are compared. Compared
with Fig. 2, the rates of Algorithm 3, Algorithm 4, and
Algorithm 5 oscillate more severely as all the algorithms use
randomized mechanism, which only guarantees the queue size
at each node is finite all the time. We quantify the performance
of different algorithms in Table I, where HMopt denotes the
maximum weighted hypergraph matching, HMalgi denotes
Algorithm i in Section V, HMalg4,m denotes Algorithm 4 with
m time-slots, HMalg5,t denotes Algorithm 5 with Tth = t,
HMw/onc denotes the hypergraph matching algorithm without
network coding in [1], Mopt denotes maximum weighted graph
matching, and Mlgd denotes local greedy graph matching. The
first row shows the average rate by averaging the rate of
different algorithms in Figs. 2 and 3 from 700th step to 1000th
step. Row two shows rate gains of different algorithms over
the maximum weighted graph matching.
We can see that our design with broadcast advantage and
HMopt has about 17% gain over that without using broadcast
advantage. Even with Algorithm 1, about 13% gain can still
be achieved. The loss by using Algorithm 3, the randomized
algorithm, is only 3.08% gain. A 11.81% gain can be realized
by Algorithm 5. The third row compares expected ratio between the weight of different algorithms and that of HMopt . It
can be seen that HMalg2 has a greater ratio than both Mopt and
Mlgd but they have the same throughput. This indicates that an
algorithm that can return a heavier weight does not necessary
achieve a higher throughput. Without network coding, the

B. Random Networks
We next show the results on random networks. We assume
N nodes are randomly and uniformly placed on a 20 meter by
20 meter square. Both source and sinks are randomly chosen
from the 10 nodes. We consider only a single multicast session
with one source and various number of sinks.
Tables II-IV show the simulation results with 2, 4, and
6 sinks and N = 10 nodes in the network, and table V
shows the simulation results with 3 sinks and N = 15
nodes in the network. 1000 feasible network realizations are
generated. As the number of hyperedges becomes large as
the size of network increases, it is hard to find the maximum weighted hypergraph matching by solving the integer
programming directly. For comparison purposes, we take a
suboptimal approach by computing the linear programming
relaxation of the integer program first. In the next phase, we
only consider the hyperedges with nonzero solution by the
linear programming and solve the integer program with only
those hyperedges. This method is denoted as HMsub . From the
tables, we can see that even with this suboptimal solution we
can achieve a rate gain from 9.45% to 23.47%. Gain increases
as the number of sinks increases. The same observation
holds for all the other algorithms. On average, Algorithm 1
performs better than Algorithm 2. Algorithm 5 performs close
to Algorithm 1 but with reduced complexity. Algorithm 3 has
the worst performance but with the lowest complexity among
all our proposed algorithms and a comparable throughput as
the matching solution. The average number of edges in the
connectivity graph is 21.52. The number of time-slots required
by Algorithms 1, 2 and 5 is on the order of this number.
The locally optimal matching algorithm performs close to
the optimal matching algorithm, and has lower complexity
than the proposed hypergraph matching algorithms. However,
hypergraph matching provides a throughput gain that increases
with the number of sinks. Our results suggest that it is more
advantageous to use hypergraph matching when the multicast
group is large.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We have studied the cross-layer optimization for multicasting in wireless networks with wireless broadcast advantage.
By designing distributed approximation algorithms for broadcast link scheduling, we gave fully distributed algorithms for
joint rate control, network coding and scheduling. Numerical
results have shown promising throughput gain by using the
proposed algorithms, and surprisingly, in some cases with
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS IN THE WIRELESS BUTTERFLY NETWORK

Average rate (bits/s)
Rate gain over Mlgd
Average w/wHMopt
Average time-slots

HMopt
0.8831
0.1681
1
-

HMalg1
0.8486
0.1225
0.9409
4

HMalg2
0.7972
0.0545
0.8928
3.9920

HMalg3
0.7327
-0.0308
0.8765
4.5500

HMalg4,2
0.6411
-0.1520
0.8829
3.3760

HMalg4,3
0.7062
-0.0659
0.8690
3.8532

HMalg5,1
0.8453
0.1181
0.9250
5.0300

HMw/onc
0.7819
0.0343
0.9056
-

Mopt
0.7594
0.0045
0.8666
-

Mlgd
0.7560
0
0.8578
5

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS IN RANDOM NETWORKS WITH 10 NODES , 1 SOURCE AND 2 SINKS

Rate gain over Mlgd
Average w/wHMsub
Average time-slots

HMsub
9.45%
1
-

HMalg1
5.74%
0.9749
13.38

HMalg2
4.32%
0.9593
13.46

HMalg3
-6.46%
0.8584
5.88

HMalg5,1
5.44%
0.9714
9.63

Mopt
2.30%
0.9623
-

Mlgd
0.9593
6.15

TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS IN RANDOM NETWORKS WITH 10 NODES , 1 SOURCE AND 4 SINKS

Rate gain over Mlgd
Average w/wHMsub
Average time-slots

HMsub
15.13%
1
-

HMalg1
8.78%
0.9737
10.98

HMalg2
4.99%
0.9697
11.83

HMalg3
-1.42%
0.9310
5.90

HMalg5,1
8.23%
0.9729
9.33

Mopt
4.49%
0.9707
-

Mlgd
0.9697
6.26

TABLE IV
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS IN RANDOM NETWORKS WITH 10 NODES , 1 SOURCE AND 6 SINKS

Rate gain over Mlgd
Average w/wHMsub
Average time-slots

HMsub
23.47%
1
-

HMalg1
13.05%
0.9787
10.40

HMalg2
5.50%
0.9776
11.95

even lower complexity than the cross-layer design without
broadcast advantage. Our results suggest that broadcast link
scheduling can be a promising avenue of further research.
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TABLE V
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS IN RANDOM NETWORKS WITH 15 NODES , 1 SOURCE AND 3 SINKS

Rate gain over Mlgd
Average w/wHMsub
Average time-slots

HMsub
13.07%
1
-

HMalg1
7.79%
0.9813
15.75

HMalg2
3.89%
0.9809
15.41
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